:he schools. The entitlement program (YIEPP) also required close elations with the schools since satisfactory school attendance and >erformance was a condition of the Job guarantee. In addition, several lemonstration projects required agreements with schools in running .Iternative education and school-to-work transition projects. And, of :ourse, schools were also an important source for the recruitment of :ligible in-school youths for various programs.
The results of experiences with schools confirm in general the tatus quo thesis suggested aboves although the 22 percent mandate did incourage the schools to collaborate with CETA, i t did not change ither the nature of the Services provided by the educational system or :he youths whom i t served.  The schools, although they did provide ccess to certain youth groups, maintained their focus on in-school •ouths and provided essentially the same set of educational Services äs sual. The lack of influence of YEDPA (or CETA) on schools may be .ttributed largely to the schools1 resistance to allocating Services ccording to income and to a basic difference in their perception of .heir mission and constituency.  In addition, schools, although they enefit from CETA funds, are not dependent on them for their existence nd therefore are not äs willing äs other organizations to adapt to ETA1 s short-term and unsteady fUnding cycles.
Results of collaboration with CBOs, also mandated by YEDPA, were imilar to those with schools. Although the CBOs were more dependent >n these funds than schools and therefore more amenable to YEDPA's pproach, it was difficult to effect changes in their approach and in he target groups traditionally served by some CBOs, each of which had ts own constituency. Moreover, because of their dependence on unsteady unding sources, many CBOs had difficulty in recruiting and retaining ualified staff.
The involvement of unions and private employers in planning and •rogram assembly was limited.  The requirement that unions review prime ponsor plans assured compliance with the Davis-Bacon Act and ensured hat union Jobs would not be undercut by YEDPA subsidies to youths. ome agreements were negotiated for union involvement in work-training emonstration projects. Although private employers were not actively nvolved in program planning, they did participate in some work experi-nce projects, notably the entitlement program and the Public Versus rivate Sector Jobs Demonstration. The effect of union and private usiness participation in program operations is discussed in Task 3.
In general, a tradeoff was made at the planning and assembly stage which continued throughout Operation of the programs):  a tradeoff 'etween smoothness of Implementation and changing the direction of ervices and opportun i t ies. What was done most often was to expand the xisting set of opportunities by involving the major participants in he Community Service network. This strategy avoided the pitfalls of ypassing existing organizations and creating resistance that could tall implementation, but at the cost of reform or change in the type >f opportunities available.
Case study reports of the implementation of formula-funded programs YETP, YCCIP, and SYEP) (National Council on Employment Policy, 1980a, 980b, 1980c, 1980d) and of the entitlement program provide more detail

